Abstract-This paper discusses the forgery detection problem in meteorological facsimile maps via the intrinsic features of these maps. Meteorological facsimile maps are of much importance to navigation in ocean. Once the meteorological facsimile maps are tampered, the safety of ships will be possibly greatly decreased because of possible disaster by execrable weather. We exploited the problem to detect the possible forgeries by the intrinsic features of meteorological facsimile maps such as binary value, fixed form, sparseness and rationallydeveloping weather system and so on. Experiments show that the forgeries can be detected effectively in meteorological facsimile maps via the proposed intrinsic features.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to fast growth of Internet applications and digital equipments, digitized images become more and more popular. Because of the ease of digital duplication and tampering, image security becomes an important issue nowadays [1, [6] [7] [8] [9] . In certain application cases, it is a risk if a set of secret image is held by only one person without extra copies because the secret image set may be lost incidentally or modified intentionally. In some other cases, it might be necessary for a group of persons to share a certain set of secret data. In particular, how to share a secret image has attracted wide attention in recent years because of the popular uses of images in network applications or other fields.
Meteorological navigation is of much importance to the ships. Recently, the meteorologic electrographs have been widely used in all kinds of ships [2] , and the general hydrometeorological information can be gotten via the meteorologic electrographs. The meteorological facsimile map (MFM) is the graphic form of numerical value forecast, and consequently, navigation masters can obtain the useful meteorological information directly via these MFMs. However, in different ocean zones, different weathers and different settings of electromagnetic wave and etc., many MFMs contain noise and distortion (even if the forgeries), sometimes, intentional forgeries especially in war time. On one hand, the meteorological information obtained by navigation masters through MFMs mainly depend on the ability of these navigation masters, therefore, the noise or the people that intentionally tamper the maps greatly disturbs the navigation masters. Therefore, before employment, we must know whether these maps are tampered or not. Up till now, there has been no published paper covering this problem on MFM.
MFMs have special properties [2, 4] . Firstly, MFMs have the representative form of vector maps, however, they are binary-valued maps in fact. Secondly, MFMs have special given forms, and their bottoms are geographical information (e.g., contours of islands and the mainland, called as bottommap), and their top levels are all kinds of meteorological marks and notations (e.g., atmospheric pressure lines and iceberg and etc.), in addition, these meteorological marks and notations have prescriptive and standard forms. Thirdly, nearly all the weather systems have the consecutive features, or in other words, these weather systems must change and move consecutively. If above features are destroyed, it is rational to oppugn the truth of the MFMs so that one can strive to find forgeries. This paper will discuss the forgery detection in MFMs.
II. INTRINSIC FEATURES OF MFMS FOR FORGERY DETECTION
In this section, we will discuss the intrinsic features in MFMs in great details, which is of much importance to the forgery detection. For example, there are a lot of standard marks, and these marks will not change with the changing of different meteorologic electrographs, e.g., these marks such as "H", "L", "  " and these numbers "1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,0" and so on. Therefore, we know that MFMs mainly have the following intrinsic features.
(1) MFMs are binary-valued dot-pixel maps. In MFMs that are free of any noises there are only two values (0 and 255 for 256-level gray images). Generally, there are no other values. Otherwise, we can view these pixels that are not 0 or 255 as noises. (2) In MFMs, there is a fixed form that we call as bottom map, i.e., every piece of MFM has a fixed geographical zone and contains the fixed geographical information, e.g., contours of islands and the mainland, longitude lines and latitude lines and so on. MFMs contain bottom maps. (3) In MFMs, there are a lot of fixed-formed meteorologic symbols and marks, which are standard forms. Once the type of MFM is determined, the forms of these meteorologic symbols and marks are known. (4) In MFMs, the main information carriers are all kinds of lines or curves. The meteorologic symbols and marks, which are also all kinds of curves with width of a few pixels, can be taken as all kinds of lines or curves. MFMs can be taken as pseudo-vector maps. (5) In MFMs, the blank zones (255 for blank and 0 for nonblank) cover over 60% of the whole acreage, which is verified by a lot of experiments. Hence, MFMs are sparse. (6) All the weather systems have the consecutive features, or in other words, these weather systems change and move consecutively without jumping over wide gaps. (7) All the weather systems' development follows physical rules of weather forecast. These intrinsic features in above also can be concluded as three main features: binary-valued, fixed-formed and rational, which is very helpful for the forgery detection. In the following sections, we will use these intrinsic features to detect the potential or possible forgery.
III. BOTTOM MAP CREATION
In different ocean zones, according to current time and loaded frequencies one can know the type of the MFM. Once the type of the MFM is known, we can know the approximate type of the bottom map. However, in ships since the meteorologic electrographs may have different performances and working states, the bottom maps are not the same for all the ships. Hence, in different ships the bottom maps should be created separately. In some paper [3] , they adopt the handdrawing to obtain the bottom map, which is slow and errors will come into being very easily.
From the intrinsic feature (2) of MFMs in above section 2, one simple but very efficient method to create the bottom map is the employment of the same type MFMs in different time because they contain the same bottom map despite of the different meteorologic information in form of same meteorologic symbols and marks at different geographical locations.
For the same type of MFMs ) , (2) where f d (x,y) is the bottom map, f g,l (x,y) is the map that contains all the information of the MFM except for the bottom map. Clearly,
From the sparse feature (5) 
will contain a lot of pixels that are more than 0 and less than 255. In addition, with the increasing of L , the more and more of these pixels are. Finally, we obtain ) ,
Therefore, we can obtain the bottom map ) ,
Generally, we take the value td=255/L. Since there are some isolated black dots or speckles in the map after performing Eq.(5), we adopt a acreage operator H ac ( ), which denotes as
where Z(x,y) denotes a block centered in (x,y) , num( ) is the counter of zeros. Thus the bottom map is optimized. Clearly, this method is robust in the presence of noises. 
IV. FORGERY DETECTION
In this paper the forgery detection will mainly focus on the two features defined in (6) and (7). Through the rules of MFMs, one can easily detect the forgeries.
A. Bottom map removal
Before forgery detection, the removal of bottom map removal is our first work so that the later processing can be done without the influence of bottom maps.
Then we obtain ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
Clearly, ( , ) matches, otherwise, more errors will be introduced. Generally, if we adopt the matching method defined in [5] , one can obtain the satisfied result.
B. The main possible forgeries
In forgery detection, one must know where the forgery often occurs in MFM. After a lot of reviewing, we find that there are some positions in MFM where the forgery often occurs as shown in fig.2 . In this paper, we will mainly discuss three aspects that are possible to be tampered. (1) Time forgery: this type of forgery is mainly for the time tampering. If one changes the time in a MFM, then this MFM will greatly disturb the judgement what to do in the next step. This type of forgery mainly occurs in two regions in MFMs: the title zone and the bottom title zone shown by blue word 1. In order to judge whether there is forgery or not, one must compare this MFM with the adjacent MFMs so that see whether this time is true or not. (2) Air pressure forgery: this type of forgery is mainly for the value tampering. If one changes the value in a MFM, then this MFM will greatly disturb the judgement what extent the weather system will be. This type of forgery can occur in anywhere the weather system centers occupy such as the circle zones shown in fig.2 by word 2 and 3. In order to judge whether there is forgery or not, one must compare all the pressure lines in this MFM so that see whether center air pressure is tampered or not. Generally, the high pressure center and low pressure center will occur every two systems or in the same two high (low) pressure systems there should be a low (high) ridge line. The low (high) ridge lines are shown in fig.2 with blue (red) colors respectively. (3) Explanation forgery: this type of forgery is mainly for the explanation tampering in words such as typhoon explanation. If one changes the explanation in a MFM, then this MFM will greatly disturb the judgement what extent the tropical low pressure system will be. This type of forgery only occurs in south sea zones such as the blank zones shown in fig.2 by word 4. In order to judge whether there is forgery or not, one must compare all the pressure lines near the low pressure center in this MFM so that see whether the explanation is tampered or not. Generally, the development of the tropical low pressure systems follow some rules such as the moving ways will be four types: to west, to north-west, to north-west first and then turn to north-east and so on. In other words, all the weather systems' development follows physical rules of weather forecast.
C. Experiments
In this section, we will use some MFMs to test the main forgeries to show the influences by them. We use 10 MFMs shown in fig.3 to test some persons (two teams of persons) that are familiar with the knowledge of MFMs and the intrinsic features. In every MFM, we don't tell whether the MFM is tampered or not. At first, we let the first team's persons (Team 1) to detect the forgeries without telling them to use the intrinsic features. Then we let the second team's persons (Team 2) to detect the forgeries with telling them to use the intrinsic features. Table 1 is the forgery detection result by the two teams respectively. Clearly, via the intrinsic features of MFMs, one can easily find the forgery, especially the obvious tampering in maps. After training by the intrinsic features of MFMs, it is possible that a laypeople can also detect effectively the forgeries in MFMs with the detection rate over 80%.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Meteorological facsimile maps are of much importance to navigation in ocean. Once the meteorological facsimile maps are tampered, the safety of ships will be possibly greatly decreased because of possible disaster by execrable weather. This paper discusses the forgery detection problem in meteorological facsimile maps via the intrinsic features of these maps. We find that it is possible if one wants to detect the possible forgeries by the intrinsic features of meteorological facsimile maps such as binary value, fixed form, sparseness and rationally-developing weather system and so on. The final experiments show that the forgeries can be detected effectively in meteorological facsimile maps via the proposed intrinsic features if the persons know these intrinsic features well.
